
Fill in the gaps

Bonfire Heart by James Blunt

Your mouth is a revolver

Firing bullets in the sky

Your love is  (1)________  a soldier

Loyal till you die

And I've been  (2)______________  at the stars

For a long,  (3)________  time

I've been putting out fires

All my life

If  (4)__________________  wants a flame

They don't  (5)________  to get burnt

And today is our turn

Days  (6)________  these

Lead to

Nights like this

Lead to

Love like ours

You  (7)__________  the spark in my bonfire heart

People  (8)________  us

We don't

Need that much

Just some

One that starts

Starts the spark in our bonfire hearts

This world is getting colder

Strangers passing by

No one offers you a shoulder

No one looks you in the eye

But I've  (9)________   (10)______________  at you

For a long, long time

Just trying to  (11)__________  through

Trying to make you mine

Everybody  (12)__________  a flame

They don't want to get burnt

Well today is our turn

Days like these

Lead to

Nights like this

Lead to

Love like ours

You light the  (13)__________  in my bonfire heart

People  (14)________  us

We don't

Need that much

Just some

One  (15)________  starts

Starts the spark in our bonfire hearts

Our bonfire hearts

Our bonfire hearts

Our bonfire hearts

You  (16)__________  the spark

People like us

We don't

Need that much

Just some

One that starts

Starts the spark in our bonfire hearts

Days like these

Lead to

Nights like this

Lead to

Love  (17)________  ours

You  (18)__________  the  (19)__________  in my 

(20)______________  heart

(One, two, three, four)

People like us

We don't

Need that much

Just some

One that starts

Starts the  (21)__________  in our  (22)______________ 

hearts

Our bonfire hearts

People like us

We don't

Need that much

Just some

One  (23)________  starts

Starts the spark in our bonfire hearts
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. like

2. looking

3. long

4. everybody

5. want

6. like

7. light

8. like

9. been

10. looking

11. break

12. wants

13. spark

14. like

15. that

16. light

17. like

18. light

19. spark

20. bonfire

21. spark

22. bonfire

23. that
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